The reform of European data protection laws began in earnest in January 2012 with the publication by the Commission of a draft ‘General Data Protection Regulation’ (the ‘Regulation’) and a draft Directive covering police and judicial processing of personal data. A year on from then, these documents have been considered extensively by lawmakers, national regulators, industry bodies and other interested parties and are making their way through the European legislative process. This Briefing will focus on the Regulation and is divided into two parts: the first part (“The new EU Data Protection Regulation – revolution or evolution?”) was first published in April 2012 and is republished in its existing form. It described some of the key changes that the draft Regulation sought to introduce and provided some initial consideration of the impact of such changes. The second part (“Data Protection Reform – Preparing for Change”) is an update on the status of the Regulation and an analysis of the developments in the past twelve months. It was first published to accompany a client legal update seminar in March 2013.
Reform of Europe’s data protection regime moved one step closer this January with the publication of the Commission’s long awaited ‘General Data Protection Regulation’ (the ‘Regulation’). The proposal is the culmination of over two years of consultation and review. The new Regulation, which is intended to replace the current Data Protection Directive, was published alongside a new draft Directive covering the police and judicial sector. They will both undergo a period of review and the Commission has indicated it aims to have a final agreed legislative framework in place by 2014. In this briefing we focus on the draft Regulation and the changes it may bring.

Why did the current regime need to change?
The objectives and principles of the current European data protection framework are still regarded by many, including the Commission, as sound. The new Regulation therefore retains many of the current concepts, definitions and basic principles.

However, for a number of years the regime has been criticised for being inconsistent and out of date. For example, the different ways in which Member States implemented and interpreted the Directive had led to a lack of harmonisation. In the UK, the Information Commissioner recognised the need for review, stating in his initial response to the Commission’s proposal that ‘there is no doubt that the EU’s legal framework for data protection needs modernising in the face of increasingly sophisticated information systems, global information networks, mass information sharing, the ever growing online collection of personal data and the increasing feeling of individuals that they have lost control of their personal information. The proposal seeks to address these needs’.

While the Commission’s proposal may seek to address the needs, or problems, with the current system, how successful it has been in doing so is currently under debate.

What are the key changes?
The instrument itself
The first obvious change is the fact that the new proposal is in the form of a Regulation, rather than a Directive. A Regulation is directly applicable in all Member States, whereas a Directive requires further national legislation to bring it into force in the different jurisdiction.

The second is the length. The draft Regulation is much longer than the current Directive – it has 91 Articles compared to the current Directive’s 34. In part this is because it recognises concepts, like Binding Corporate Rules, that have developed since the publication of the current Directive, and introduces new concepts (such as reporting...
security breaches) which have been under discussion for some time. However, the increased length is also due to the fact that the new regime is a lot more prescriptive than the current Directive. In addition there are many provisions which enable the Commission to prescribe more detail on a particular matter by adopting 'delegated acts', and/or laying down standard formats for notifications, communications and the like.  

**Increased Harmonisation**  
The fact that the new law is a Regulation, and that it is more prescriptive than the current regime, will help create a more unified data protection regime across the Member States. The Regulation also contains a consistency mechanism which aims to ensure 'unity of application' in relation to processing which affects several member states. Increased harmonisation is a good thing for many multi-national organisations which have struggled with the current lack of uniformity across Europe. However, there are still likely to be differences in the way Member States interpret and enforce the Regulation. The Regulation also allows Member States to pass additional measures for certain matters (for example health and employment) which will lead to further divergences.

Also, increased harmonisation may feel like increased regulation for many UK data controllers, who are used to a more flexible regime, and regulator, than in some other parts of Europe. Both the UK Government and regulator (the Information Commissioner’s Office or ‘ICO’) have expressed concerns about an overly prescriptive regime. Back in May 2011, Justice Secretary Ken Clarke issued a warning that the imposition of a detailed, inflexible data protection regime on the whole of Europe without regard to different cultures and legal systems carried with it serious risks. This February, in its initial response to the draft Regulation, the ICO also criticised the proposals for being ‘unnecessarily and unhelpfully over-prescriptive’ in certain areas, commenting that this risks encouraging a ‘tick-box’ approach to data protection compliance.

**The reach of the regime and the regulators**  
The current rules on when a particular piece of European data protection law applies (and consequently which EU data protection authority has jurisdiction) are complex. At present it depends on where the data controller is established, or where it ‘makes use’ of equipment. The new proposals change this:

- **Extra-territorial reach**: The regime still applies to those established in the EU. However, it would also apply to data controllers based outside the EU who process the personal data of EU residents when offering them goods or services or monitoring their behaviour. This could apply to US and other non EU on-line businesses who have purposely kept their operations out of the EU to date. However, much of the detail relating to this is currently unclear, for example what exactly constitutes ‘offering’ goods and services to EU residents and how in practice will the EU regulators be able to enforce the regime outside of Europe?

- **There will be a ‘one-stop-shop’ (or lead) regulator**: Data controllers will only need to deal with a single national data protection authority in the EU country where they have their main establishment. This is helpful for multi-national organisations, although not as useful as it could have been. It seems to stop short of allowing group companies to benefit from the ‘one-stop-shop’ rule. It may also be difficult, as drafted, for organisations with complex structures to determine the location of their ‘main establishment’ and it is not clear how it will work where controllers are not established in the EU. Further clarification is required in relation to this provision.
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4 For example Articles 31(6) and 32(6)
5 Article 80-85
6 In a speech to the British Chamber of Commerce, May 2011
7 Article 3
8 Article 51(2)
The provisions
While the broad principles have remained largely the same, the draft Regulation introduces many changes. These range from smaller definition changes, to new concepts, procedures and roles. Some of the key changes are set out below:

Changes to the definitions of data subject, personal data and sensitive personal data
While many of the definitions contained in the current Directive continue to be used in the Regulation, some have been added to, amended or changed. For example the definitions of data subject and personal data have been split and more detail has been added to try to clarify that on-line identifiers such as IP addresses can be used as well as more ‘traditional’ identifiers. This could result in a widening of the definition, particularly for those who operate in the on-line world.

Unfortunately it seems that there may still be some confusion around the definition of personal data. Recital 24 of the draft Regulation creates some confusion as it states that identification numbers, location data and on-line identifiers ‘need not necessarily be considered as personal data in all circumstances.’ Also, in the UK, following the English Court of Appeal’s decision in Durant v FSA, there has been some debate over the breadth of the definition of personal data, and in particular what information ‘relates’ to a data subject. This debate looks set to continue as the draft Regulation’s definition of personal data still uses the terminology ‘information “relating to” the data subject’.

The definitions relating to ‘special categories of personal data’ (Sensitive Personal Data under the Data Protection Act 1998) have been retained, and added to. For example, new definitions of genetic and biometric data and data concerning health have been added to the list of ‘special categories of personal data’ worthy of additional protection. There has, however, been no extension to cover financial data, which many people would consider to be ‘sensitive’. There have also been slight changes to the wording relating to religious beliefs. The current Directive states that data revealing ‘religious or philosophical beliefs’ should be protected as ‘special’ or ‘sensitive’ data whilst the draft Regulation refers only to ‘religion or beliefs.’ The ICO has expressed concerns that this new drafting is too wide, citing a case in the UK where it was argued that a belief in climate change was a belief which should be protected.

Consent
The draft Regulation adds a new provision that all consent must be ‘explicit’. Previously this was only required where consent was obtained to process sensitive personal data. The commentary in the draft Regulation states this is added to ‘avoid confusing parallelism with “unambiguous” consent’ and to have ‘one single and consistent definition of consent’.

The draft Regulation sets out further conditions for consent. These clarify that implied consent is no longer an option, which may be difficult for some data controllers, particularly those operating in the on-line world. They also require that consent given in a written declaration must be distinguishable from any other matters dealt with in the declaration. This may mean that data controllers who obtain consent via their general terms and conditions will need to re-think how to present the consent requirements within such terms, for example by including a separate tick-box.

The new rules also clarify that consent will not provide a legal basis for processing where there is a significant imbalance between the position of the data controller and data subject. This is likely to cause more problems in
the already difficult area of employee consent and with respect to children. For example, parental consent will be required where a data subject is under 13 years old.

**Legitimate interest**

The legitimate interest condition is heavily relied on in practice by many data controllers. While it remains largely unchanged, there are some amendments which could have practical consequences. The changes include:

- **a narrowing of the condition so that it only applies where processing is in the legitimate interests of the data controller.** Under the current Directive this also applies to the legitimate interests of ‘third parties to whom the data are disclosed.’ There is no commentary in the Recitals as to why this change has been made, and the European Data Protection Supervisor describes the change as ‘unexplained’ in his commentary on the reform package. However, given the wide reliance placed on this processing condition, the change could be problematic for some data controllers;

- **an express reference to the particular care which must be taken when relying on this condition where the data subject is a child.** The draft Regulation gives the Commission the power to adopt delegated legislation relating to the legitimate interest condition for various sectors and data processing conditions, including in relation to the processing of children’s personal data;

- **an express prohibition on public authorities relying on the legitimate interest condition in the performance of their tasks.** The ICO cites this as one reason why the draft Regulation may make it difficult for the public sector to process personal data which is necessary but not specifically provided for in law; and

- **a change to the right of data subjects to object to processing.** Currently where processing is based on the legitimate interest condition data subjects can object to it ‘on compelling legitimate grounds.’ Under the draft Regulation the burden of proof has shifted so the data subject could object unless the controller demonstrates ‘compelling legitimate grounds’ for the processing which override the interests of the data subject.

The Recitals also provide commentary on the legitimate interest condition. For example, they state that to ensure transparency, the data controller should be obliged to ‘explicitly inform the data subject on the legitimate interests pursued and on the right to object’ and to document those interests.

**The scrapping of notification/registration requirements**

Many data controllers will be glad that they no longer need to register with their local data protection authority. The Commission have highlighted this as one of the ways that they are cutting ‘unnecessary administrative requirements’ and saving businesses money (estimating that the notification requirements cost businesses around €130 million a year). However, registration/notification has been replaced by a requirement for increased
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13 Article 8
14 Although this is just mentioned briefly in a footnote.
15 Article 6(5). There are also specific provisions relating to processing children’s personal data (Article 8).
16 Article 6
17 The other is the requirement that there must now be a basis in Union Law or the Law of the Member State to which the controller is subject for processing which is necessary for (i) the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller; or (ii) compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject.
18 Article 19. Note the right to object does not only relate to the legitimate interest condition.
19 Recital 38
‘responsibility’ and ‘accountability’\(^{20}\) for those processing personal data, which arguably places an equivalent administrative burden on data controllers (see below).

**Accountability**

The concept of accountability was discussed prior to the draft Regulation being published. For example, there was a working party paper in July 2010 which put forward a proposal for a principle on accountability which would require data controllers to put in place ‘appropriate and effective measures to ensure that the principles and obligations ... are complied with and to demonstrate so to supervisory authorities upon request.’\(^{21}\) The aim was to help move data protection from ‘theory to practice’ and to help the regulators in their supervisory task.

While the draft Regulation does not contain an article entitled ‘Accountability’, it does contain provisions which ‘take account’ of the accountability debate.\(^{22}\) These include an obligation to:

- adopt policies and implement measures to ensure compliance with the Regulation and verify those measures (possibly by the use of independent auditors);\(^{23}\)

- notify data breaches, ideally within 24 hours of the breach.\(^{24}\) It is not surprising the proposal includes an obligation to notify security breaches. Currently this only applies in law to ISPs and Telcos,\(^{25}\) although ICO good practice guidance expects all data controllers to notify a breach if certain conditions/thresholds are met. However, it is unfortunate that the current drafting includes unrealistic timeframes and detailed information requirements, and fails to limit the obligation to serious or material breaches. The Commission does have the power to adopt delegated legislation in relation to security breaches, including to further specify the particular circumstances in which a data breach notification is required. However, it is unclear when, or if, this delegated legislation may be passed;

- keep detailed records of all processing, unless there are less than 250 employees and data processing is ancillary to the main activities.\(^{26}\) Interestingly, the information which must be kept (the purposes of processing, categories of data subjects etc) is similar to that required under the current notification regime. The draft Regulation therefore does not dispatch with the need to collect certain information. Rather it changes the obligation from an external facing obligation to notify with a regulator, to an internal obligation to keep records which may be inspected. Also, as a general point, there seems to be a greater level of information which must be recorded and disseminated under the proposed new regime. For example, more detail must be provided to data subjects when their information is collected (the fair processing information), and some of the categories may be more difficult for data controllers to satisfy (such as the requirement to tell data subjects at the point of collection how long their data will be kept);

- follow ‘data protection by design and default’ principles.\(^{27}\) These include implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures and procedures, ensuring data is only processed where and for as long as necessary and generally complying with security obligations;

\(^{20}\) Article 22
\(^{21}\) Opinion 3/2010 on the principle of accountability (WP173)
\(^{22}\) Explanatory Memorandum to the Proposal for a General Data Protection Regulation, paragraph 3.4.4.
\(^{23}\) Article 22(3)
\(^{24}\) Article 31
\(^{25}\) Article 4(3) of the E-Privacy Directive 2002/58/EC
\(^{26}\) Article 28. This is one of a number of exemptions or thresholds which apply to limit the burden on SMEs.
\(^{27}\) Article 23
• carry out a data protection impact assessment prior to ‘risky processing operations’. The Regulation sets out both a list of operations which present specific risks and details of what an assessment should contain;

• appoint a data protection officer where the processing is by a public body or enterprise employing 250 persons or more, or where the core activities of the data controller/data processor require ‘regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects’. This obligation builds on a provision in the current Directive which allows Member States to exempt data controllers from the notification requirements where they appoint a ‘data protection official’. While it will be a new provision for UK data controllers, it is a post currently provided for in some other Member States such as France and Germany.

The accountability principles can also be found in the main data protection principles themselves. They clarify that personal data must be processed under the responsibility and liability of the controller who shall ensure and demonstrate compliance with the Regulation for each processing operation.

**Direct obligations for data processors**

The current regime focuses obligations on the data controller rather than data processor. While the draft Regulation keeps the concepts of data controller and data processor, it imposes obligations directly on data processors. These include an obligation to keep documentation of all processing under its responsibility, to appoint a data protection officer if certain thresholds are met and to be liable for certain fines where there has been a breach. It also requires that more detail is included in the data processing contract. For example, the contract must stipulate that the controller’s prior permission is required if the processor wishes to sub-contract and that a data processor which processes personal data outside of its instructions will be considered a joint data controller and subject to the rules on joint data controllers laid down in the draft Regulation. These changes will make the relationship between data controllers and those traditionally classified as data processors much more complex. They take away much of the current incentive for service providers to classify themselves as processors, and may lead to service providers pushing for a more even allocation of risk in the processor contracts.

**International Transfers**

The general prohibition on transferring personal data outside the EEA without adequate protection remains, as do many of the ways in which adequate protection can be achieved. There have been some changes. For example, the draft Regulation legally recognises the concept of Binding Corporate Rules. It simplifies the approval process and extends the concept to processors and ‘a group of undertakings’. The draft Regulation also introduces a new derogation, allowing transfers which are necessary for the controller’s (or processor’s) legitimate interest, provided a number of conditions have been met. These include ensuring the transfers are not ‘frequent or massive’ (although these terms are not defined) and informing the regulator of the transfer. However, there has been no ‘radical re-think’ on international transfers, which is something the ICO had previously called for. In fact, the draft Regulation takes away some of the flexibility the ICO had built into the UK system, such as an ability for data controllers to make their own adequacy assessment when transferring data. It also requires more involvement from the Regulator. For example it requires approval by the data protection authority of certain contractual clauses. One
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29 Article 35
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of the key criticisms of the current regime is its failure to meet the needs of today's global business environment. It is therefore disappointing that the draft Regulation missed an opportunity to radically re-assess the rules on international transfers.

**New rights for data subjects**

These include a new right to be forgotten\(^{36}\) and a right to data portability\(^{37}\):

- The right to be forgotten has received a lot of press coverage. In part this is due to concerns about whether it would work in practice and whether it could impinge on freedom of expression. The Commission's aim is to help people 'better manage data protection risks online'. It involves a right to obtain from the data controller the erasure of personal data where, for example, the data subject withdraws consent. That data controller would then be responsible for taking all reasonable steps to inform third parties who are processing the personal data that a request for erasure has been made (where the controller is responsible for/has authorised the publication).

- The data portability provisions aim to help people transfer their personal data from one service provider to another more easily and improve competition. They give a data subject the right to transfer data from one electronic system to another and to obtain a copy of data where it is processed electronically and in a commonly used format. It may help those who use cloud and similar IT services and who want to avoid being locked in to one service provider. However, again there is uncertainty about how the right would work in practice. For example, given that there is no obligation for data to be processed in a commonly used format, one concern is that data controllers will try to circumvent the rules by avoiding the use of standard/commonly used formats.

**Increased sanctions and fines**

There are many ways in which the current regime seeks to raise the profile of, and confidence in, data protection. They range from encouraging incentives for compliance, such as certification mechanisms and Data Protection seals and marks\(^ {38}\) to having new sanctions and powers. The latter include new investigatory powers\(^ {39}\) and 'competition style' fines\(^ {40}\).

The fines have received the most press coverage. Although they are not quite as big as originally feared (an unofficial draft of the Regulation leaked in 2011 included fines of up to 5% annual worldwide turnover) they are still very large. They range from 'up to' €250,000 to 'up to' €1,000,000. Where an enterprise is involved, they range from 'up to' 0.5% to 'up to' 2% of an 'enterprise's' annual worldwide turnover.

There are some conditions which must be considered when the level of a fine is fixed, such as the gravity and duration of the breach. However, the list of breaches which can trigger the highest fine is long, and could relate to procedural or record keeping failures. The ICO recognises that the fines as drafted fail to link an administrative failure to a risk to privacy. They also recognise that whilst the 'up to' wording could result in modest fines, they; 'take the maxima in the Regulation as being more indicative of the level of fine that could and perhaps would be expected to be imposed' in which case the categories of breaches listed require further thought\(^ {41}\). If the intention

\(^{36}\) Article 17

\(^{37}\) Article 18

\(^{38}\) Article 39

\(^{39}\) Article 53

\(^{40}\) Article 79

\(^{41}\) See the ICO’s initial analysis of the European Commission’s proposals for a revised data protection legislative framework, 27 February 2012
of the new regime is to make data protection compliance part of the genetic make-up of European organisations, it may explain why procedural failures (such as failure to carry out a privacy impact assessment) can result in fines. Whether the fines will be reduced or changed as part of the negotiation process remains to be seen. However, by catching the attention of both the media and business community, they have arguably already helped raise the profile of data protection compliance.

Comment
The Commission is heralding the new regime as a comprehensive reform which will increase users’ control of their data and cut costs for businesses – in its press release the Commission suggests it will lead to savings of around €2.3 billion.

‘Comprehensive reform’ has not led to a complete overhaul of the current system. Despite calls for some radical re-thinking around certain areas, for example sensitive personal data and international transfers, many of the current proposals build upon existing provisions or acknowledged best practice.

That said, there are new provisions and concepts. For example, the principles around accountability (privacy impact assessments etc.) should help encourage businesses to build data protection compliance into the fabric of their organisation. And the high levels of fines currently under discussion, although worrying for organisations, should raise the profile of compliance to board level.

The new attempts at increased harmonisation should also help multi-nationals streamline their European compliance programmes. However, for many UK based businesses, even those which are part of larger organisations, it is difficult to see where major cost savings will come from. Even where red-tape has been reduced (for example the scrapping of the notification requirement) additional obligations mean that a similar, or higher, level of resources will be required to meet the new obligations.

Also, the length of the draft Regulation and level of detail involved mean that many data controllers may struggle to fully understand what the new regime will mean to them. The ability of the Commission to add further detail to the proposals means that even those that do understand this draft are not yet able to fully assess the impact of this new regime.

Over the next few years we can expect much debate and commentary on the draft Regulation which may help clarify some of this uncertainty. Indeed many interested parties have already published their initial response to the proposals. While Europe as a whole will be watching developments, in the UK, it will be particularly interesting to see how the Government reacts, given its pledge to reduce red-tape for British Business.

This briefing was written by Rob Sumroy, head of Slaughter and May’s Technology and Outsourcing practices, and Natalie Donovan, the Technology and Outsourcing professional support lawyer. If you would like more information on any of the issues raised in this briefing, or would like to discuss technology, outsourcing or data protection matters generally, please contact Rob Sumroy or your usual Slaughter and May contact.
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Data Protection Reform – Preparing for Change

Since the publication of the draft ‘General Data Protection Regulation’ (the ‘Regulation’) in January 2012 by the European Commission, various legislative and non-legislative bodies have been considering the possible effects of the changes proposed and formulating amendments. The draft Regulation is now entering the formal process of being made into law at a European level, with the various institutions involved refining their criticisms and support of, and responses to, the Commission’s draft.

Through what process does the draft regulation have to go to become law?
It has to go through the EU’s ordinary legislative procedure. This decision-making system gives equal weight to the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union (the ‘Council’), which in most cases adopt laws jointly. The EU Parliament and the Council each consider the Commission’s proposal separately before engaging in discussions and negotiations with one another.

The EU Parliament appears close to adopting its formal position on the draft Regulation. There are five committees made up of MEPs from across the EU that are involved in considering the data protection reform package: JURI (legal affairs); ITRE (industry, research and energy); IMCO (internal market and consumer protection); EMPL (employment and social affairs); and LIBE (civil liberties, justice and home affairs). LIBE is the ‘lead’ committee. The committees are each in the process of submitting their own amendments before voting on a consolidated Parliament view. At the time of writing, this vote is expected to take place at the end of April or early May 2013. All committees have submitted initial amendments although ITRE and EMPL appear to be the only committees so far that have formally adopted their amendments and forwarded them to LIBE for consideration. Votes from the remaining committees are expected shortly. LIBE has published its draft report which provides a valuable insight into what Parliament’s consolidated view may look like, although it is by no means a certain outcome. The report is a somewhat surprisingly tougher and stricter version of the Commission’s draft. Although it has in general been welcomed by certain European regulators such as the CNIL in France and the German Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information, the response of the UK regulator (Information Commissioner’s Office or ICO) is more circumspect. Further details on the draft LIBE report are set out below.

Meanwhile, the Council is also considering the text of the draft Regulation, although indications are that it is not as advanced in this task as are the Parliamentary committees. The Council is made up of relevant ministers of the Member States; but in practice government officials undertake most of the work. In the UK it is the Ministry of Justice (‘MoJ’) that has this role in relation to the draft Regulation, with advice from the ICO. The Irish Presidency of the Council has stated that it aims to reach agreement within the Council on the Regulation before the end of the Presidency’s term, which will be in June 2013.
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1 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation)
3 The Home Office advises the MoJ in relation to the draft Directive in criminal and judicial processing
If the Council accepts Parliament’s consolidated view, the Regulation is adopted there and then (at First Reading). If not, the process moves on to a Second Reading, with Parliament considering the Council’s position. Following further discussions, if agreement still cannot be reached, the process ends in a conciliation procedure to agree a joint text, failing which the instrument in question is deemed not to be adopted.

**When can we expect the regulation to be adopted?**

The earliest the Regulation could be adopted is summer 2013, although given the quantity of comments and amendments submitted and the concerns voiced in relation to the draft Regulation during the past twelve months, this appears unlikely. A long-stop date of summer 2014 has been put forward which is when the EU Parliament and the Commission are due for re-appointment. Any delay beyond that could mean setting back the entire process by up to two years, i.e. 2016. The draft Regulation proposes a lead-in period of two years between its entry into force and the date it becomes directly applicable. However, because organisations would have to be compliant from the day the Regulation takes effect, changes are likely to be implemented much sooner than that.

**What amendments or concerns have been raised in the past twelve months?**

Despite being at a relatively early stage in the legislative process, the draft Regulation has already prompted a significant amount of debate. In addition to the amendments that are being suggested by the various EU Parliamentary committees, a number of national bodies, whether regulators or trade associations or other interested parties, have put forward their comments with a view to indirectly participating in and perhaps influencing the negotiations on the Regulation. The ICO for example, has published various documents analysing the draft Regulation and putting forward its view on the changes the Regulation purports to introduce.

Some of the areas that have either been commented on extensively or that seem to be of some concern for the private sector include:

**Legitimate Interest**

The legitimate interest condition is often relied on by data controllers as a legal basis for data processing, particularly in a commercial context. The amendments suggested in LIBE’s draft report would appear to narrow significantly the application of this condition to "exceptional circumstances" only. The amendments set out five specific situations where the data controller interests would override those of a data subject and conversely, seven specific situations where the interests of the data subjects would usually prevail. Some of these will be of particular interest to businesses. For example, where personal data are made accessible for a large number of persons or large amounts of personal data about the data subject are processed or combined with other data, the rights and freedoms of the data subjects will as a rule override the interests of the controller. However, where the processing of personal data takes place in the context of professional business-to-business relationships and the data were collected from the data subject for that purpose, the interests of the data controller will usually override the rights and freedoms of the data subject. The data controller would also be required to inform the data subject about such data processing separately and explicitly and should publish its reasons for believing its legitimate interest overrides the rights and freedoms of the data subject in question. Other Parliamentary committees have suggested widening the ambit of the legitimate interest condition back to the position under the current Directive or even deleting the condition altogether. EMPL has recently voted and published its Opinion, which adopts the former approach.
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The narrower scope of the legitimate interest condition put forward by LIBE is sending a clear message that organisations should rely on consent or contractual necessity before even contemplating relying on legitimate interests. This is likely to be a frustrating administrative burden for a number of organisations, especially those that operate online. While the ICO has confirmed its support for a high level of consent, it argues that there must be a coherent set of alternatives to consent for situations where consent is not viable.

**Fines**

While the ICO has welcomed LIBE’s argument that the European Data Protection Board (replacing the current Article 29 Working Party) is the most appropriate body to ensure consistency on sanctions among authorities, it has criticised the LIBE report on the impracticality of linking the sanction to percentage of turnover. The ICO further noted that fines are not always the solution and data protection authorities should work together towards a genuinely risk-based approach, with more discretion over the use of sanctions. The need for discretion when imposing sanctions is echoed by the MoJ. Draft amendments suggested by other committees appear in some cases to address part of this issue by linking the amount of the fine to the degree of harm or significant risk of harm created by the breach. It would appear that MEPs of the ITRE committee have since voted against the proposed mandatory fines of up to 2% of annual worldwide turnover. However, at the time of writing, the Opinion voted on and adopted by ITRE has not yet been published.

**Security breach notification**

The requirement to notify security breaches to supervisory authorities (regulators) without undue delay and, where feasible, not later than 24 hours after having become aware of the breach appears likely to be amended in Parliament’s consolidated view as almost all amendments proposed by the various committees suggest either lengthening it to 72 hours or simply leaving it as “without undue delay”.

Echoing a number of commentators, the ICO has described this timescale as “unrealistic” and failing to recognise that “some breaches will be more consequential than others”. The ICO also reminds us that due to the weight that may be afforded to Article 29 Working Party Opinions throughout the legislative process, “We should be mindful of the recent Art 29 WP paper that supports a ‘two-step’ notification scheme. This recommends an initial notification within 24 hours, followed by a more detailed notification 3 days later. We nevertheless have some reservations as to how useful this 24 hour notification requirement would be in practice and have concerns that a two-step notification scheme could cause complications and add complexity.”

**Data protection officer (DPO)**

The requirement to appoint a DPO has been criticised for applying to organisations with 250 or more employees, regardless of their activities and the amount of processing of personal data they actually undertake. The draft LIBE report suggests that any organisation that processes the personal data of more than 500 individuals per year should be required to appoint a DPO. Low head-count companies that operate with, for example, an important online customer base or social networking sites may find that they are caught by this obligation. Most of the
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12 Proposed new EU General Data Protection Regulation: Article-by-article analysis paper (12 February 2013)
13 Proposed new EU General Data Protection Regulation: Article-by-article analysis paper (12 February 2013)
amendments suggested by the other committees either link the requirement to appoint a DPO to the amount of processing of personal data an organisation carries out or recommend that such appointment be a matter of best practice only. The latter proposal is preferred by the ICO\textsuperscript{15} and the MoJ\textsuperscript{16}. The Opinion recently adopted and published by the EMPL committee proposes that a DPO should be appointed, after the consent of the relevant workplace representative, where an organisation processes the personal data of 250 or more data subjects per year (or where the data are particularly sensitive in nature).

**International transfers**

In February 2012, the ICO intimated its disappointment that there had been no radical rethink of the rules on international transfer in the draft Regulation\textsuperscript{17}. It stated that “Given the sheer scale of international transfers, we have significant doubts as to how meaningful any attempt by supervisory authorities to closely monitor, control or authorise transfers can be. Our own favoured approach would be to ensure that data exporters are aware of their responsibilities – wherever the processing takes place – and have the tools necessary to assess risk and to ensure compliance.”

Moving one step further away from such a rethink, one of the more surprising amendments made by LIBE in its draft report included further tightening the permitted mechanisms for export of personal data outside the EEA. In particular:

- The Commission’s ability to recognise sectors (such as a financial services sector) in non-EEA countries as adequate would be removed.

- The Commission’s current decisions as to the adequacy of certain countries (including the US Safe Harbor) and of certain standard contractual clauses (often referred to as the EU Model Contract Clauses) and current specific adequacy decisions by supervisory authorities would only remain in force for two years from the entry into force of the Regulation.

- Further conditions for adequacy findings would be added and the criteria for Binding Corporate Rules would be toughened.

- New provisions would be introduced imposing in certain circumstances the need for prior authorisation from supervisory authorities (regulators) in relation to data transfer requests from courts and authorities in non-EEA countries.

Other parliamentary committees’ draft amendments appear to favour the Commission’s original draft, although the provisions limiting data transfers to non-EEA courts and authorities are replicated in some of the draft amendments. The ICO’s response to the LIBE report argued that European data protection law also needs to be outward-looking, to open the way for greater interoperability beyond the borders of the EU. The response further stated that greater emphasis on the principles of data protection and on outcomes, and less on the administrative detail, particularly in relation to the approval of international data transfers, would facilitate this\textsuperscript{18}.

\textsuperscript{15} Information Commissioner’s Office: initial analysis of the European Commission’s proposals for a revised data protection legislative framework (27 February 2012)

\textsuperscript{16} Government response to the Justice Select Committee’s opinion on the European Union Data Protection framework proposals (January 2013)

\textsuperscript{17} Information Commissioner’s Office: initial analysis of the European Commission’s proposals for a revised data protection legislative framework (27 February 2012)

\textsuperscript{18} Data Protection Reform – Latest view from the ICO (22 January 2013)
The Article 29 Working Party has recently confirmed its support of a number of the Commission’s proposals in relation to international transfers, such as the need for self-assessment of adequacy of transfers to third countries to remain a derogation with a very limited scope, to be used on an exceptional basis. The Article 29 Working Party stresses that the legally binding nature of instruments is one of the most important requirements for tools enabling international transfers. In addition, when a judgment of a court or tribunal or decision of an administrative authority of a third country requests a controller or processor to transfer data from the EU to that third country and there is no Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty or other international agreement in force between the third country and the EU or Member State, the transfer of such data should be prohibited19.

A regulation or a directive?
The ICO has recently commented on its website that some of the negotiations between the EU Parliament and the Council should also include whether the reforms are in the form of a regulation, which will apply directly in every EU Member State, or a directive, which will need to be transposed in a more flexible way into national law. This is linked to concerns that discrepancies in substance and in method of implementation between the draft Directive on criminal and judicial processing and the Regulation will hinder the desired harmonisation of the reform package as a whole20.

Other changes that have been commented on during the past 12 months, including by the EU Parliamentary committees, the Article 29 Working Party and the ICO, cover the expansion of the extra-territorial aspect of the Regulation, amendments to some of the definitions such as personal data, tailoring of the consistency mechanism and increasing the role of the European Data Protection Board while limiting some of the Commission’s powers to adopt implementing and delegated acts.

These are only a few of the many changes the Regulation is likely to introduce. It is clear from the wide range of comments and suggested amendments set out above that the position on any of these points and more generally is far from settled. However, it is hoped that as the Regulation progresses through the European legislative process the key areas of debate will become more apparent.

Is it too early to take action?
Although the Regulation is unlikely to apply before 2015 or 2016, there are a number of actions that can and should be taken now. In particular, organisations should be assessing:

- how they process data and how their internal procedures and operations are likely to change following the reform of the data protection laws in the EU. This gap analysis should help detect issues concerning, for example, data collection and whether to seek explicit consent rather than relying on the legitimate interest condition;

- their overall data protection compliance, with a view to gearing up for higher accountability and increased internal controls, including, among other things, the appointment of a DPO, additional internal documentation and clear security breach management policies and procedures; and

- how to build the concept of privacy by design into the fabric of their business or businesses. Data protection should be from now on a consideration in any new major project or change that involves or affects the

---

19 Statement of the Working Party on current discussions regarding the data protection reform package (27 February 2013)
20 See for example the Government response to the Justice Select Committee’s opinion on the European Union Data Protection framework proposals (January 2013)
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processing of personal data. Data protection impact assessments are a tool designed for this task and are likely to become mandatory in certain circumstances. In any event, they are currently best practice in the UK along with a number of the actions listed above.

This is an important time in the reform process of data protection laws. “There’s still a long way to go until these reforms start to affect our day-to-day life but, by the time they are implemented, it will be far too late to start complaining that they don’t work.”21 Various industry bodies such as the British Bankers’ Association have already been consolidating their views on the draft proposals and organisations can get in touch with such associations or the ICO to make their views known. Now is the time for people to re-engage, “as the process is picking up pace, and 2013 promises to be a crucial year”22.

This Briefing was written by Rob Sumroy, head of Slaughter and May’s Technology and Outsourcing practices, and Cindy Knott, Data Protection professional support lawyer. If you would like more information on any of the issues raised in this Briefing, or would like to discuss technology, outsourcing or data protection matters generally, please contact Rob Sumroy or your usual Slaughter and May contact.

21 “EU Data Protection Reforms: How the Process Works, and What the ICO is Doing” (Dave Evans, Group Manager for Business and Industry at the ICO, Computers & Law Vol. 23 Issue 6 February/March 2013)
22 “EU Data Protection Reforms: How the Process Works, and What the ICO is Doing” (Dave Evans, Group Manager for Business and Industry at the ICO, Computers & Law Vol. 23 Issue 6 February/March 2013)